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tom can be a very hazirdous occupatidn; the combination of heavy equipment

and debris often creates dan/erousTY congested%oi-k area Even on minor de-,

molition jobs, the potential exists for accidents from lifting, using tools,

falling', or be struck by fallinirdebris.
. .

A recent survey showed t$at there are approximately 2500 companies.in-
.

volved irr demolition work in the.United States`; together they,employ'nearly

50,000 workers. Most of these companies are small, having 5 td 10 permanent.
.

/employees and relying on temporary employees for the bulk,qf their work force.

These tempprary employees are oftenuntrained and do most)of the manual labor.

Thus, they 'are also more likely to become injured than other demolition work:.

,INTRODUCTION.

1 .

Demolition, theact q tear4ng down, is
_
one of the specializethcons;ruc-

4
tion trades requirinTxperiencgd pers9nnel wjth,specific expeftise. 'Demolir.

ers.

This module presents a general outline of the safe work practices the

should be followed'at a demolition job site in order fdl. workers to avoid in-

jury and to do the job well.

OBJECTIVES

upon completion of this moduke, the student should be able to:

1. Define minor demolition as related to 'at least three specific structural

characteristics including structural makeup, and,location-,
I.

(Page 3) '

2: Identify three pre-demoliti,on aictfvitieS that must .be carried out Pefor'e

minor demolition projects begin. (Pgge 4)

3. Describe the sequence of, and requirements removal o f the varioul

structures and parts'of a building being demol.iisped. (Rage 6)

4. Discuss the removal of debris from the demolition site. (Page 10)

5. Cite restrictionsconcerped with,workers,conductinioctiyities above.

other works and the use of personal,prOtective equipment. 4( Page.:13).

6. Compare major and minor demolition, by definitibn, preldemolitiOn activ-,

ities, and structural preparation. (Rage 17)
r.
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7.: Describe the special requirements for floor openings, stirs, passage-

ways, ladders, and chutes. (Page 19)

8. DiscUss briefly the removal sequence
1,

during demolition. (Page 22)

9. Ltsi debris 'storage requirements during'demolitidn. (Page 23)
,f

,-10: Describe the process of deliolition.foristeel struCturet, including the

use of mechanical equipment and explosiNies. (Page 24)
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SUBJECT MATTER

OBJECTIVE 1: DOTne min &dr demolition as related to at

least three speti,fic structural characteristics includ-

ing size, seructural.makeup, and location.

')

Many factors influence the. demolition method selected to bring a strut.

'tore down. x...The age,type of construction, size,, location, and condition of.

a structulee yfluence the choice of methods used-to demolish* it.

In this module, demoition\,activi,ties are divided into. two categories:

minor and major. Although many of the work:practices outlined a e same

fOr both categories, di4ding the module into two parts allows for a lear

--explanatioh of methods used on different typqs of structures. Regardl ss

the type of structure or of the method bsed to demplish it, safety in demo-
.

lition is a combination of common sense and a willing attitude toward using

Minor demdlillion is defined as the wrecking, or destruction of a struc-

ture 25 feet or less in height and not over three stories high. Ejamples of

these'types of structures inclufl houses, small apartment buildings, motels,

comm4rciAl propertie-s, ba'rns, silos, warehouges, or sM#11 structures at ittlus-
,

-trial facilities. Both a house that is severely damaged by fire and an old

that common sense. ,

) # woodinpbuirding to the right -of -way of a highway projectwould be considered

minor'demolitioh jobs.

The minor dembliti,orLs6e.ucture may be constructed of brick, wood; stone,

or sheet metal,- with interior walis of 'plaster', plywood, drywgll, or a com--

bination of,other building materials. In most cases, the structure does not

contain any reinforced,concrete.orstructural steel. Reinforced concrete is

cemeht,mater,jal.strengthenecli.by encasing bars of steel within it; structural

steel is used as the strong metal' fraMework of a building. These materials.

are used in Structures that,haevetd carry a great deal of weIght or very heavy

loads,,such es bell office -buildings or industrial plants.

Usually,. the building categorized as aminor demolition structure is free

standing'; that part,of directly adjacent to iwny structure,
, s

that is.to be maintained. In.exceptional cases, such as row housing, special

precaLitions Ast bg,tak*.'
fl

,4

.1
4
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ACTIVITY 1:

(Mark these statements true or false.)

1. All minor demolition-stru;

standing.

2. Minor demolition involves bui

ures are free

feet or more in height.

. Procedures for minor andlinajor

are in no way similar.

4. Minor demolition structures,usel
e

contain reinforced concrete or str

ldings 25

demolition

ly do not

ctural

steel.

'OBJECTIVE, 2: Identify three
7
demoliti activities that'

4
must be carried out before minor demolition projects

begin.
I

Several preparatory actiNties must be undertaken before any demolition

activity may begin. The first of these tasks is restriction of the area.

Demolition is usually performed on old, id, dilapdated structuyes,thatare-being-

torn down_ because they are useless or represent'a hazard to the general pub-
,

lio. For their safety, the public shoUld be kept well away Arm' the truc-

ture. 'Dis can be accomplished through the use of signs, barritadeS, jobd-

site/Ti_ghting, and fencing.

Signs,must be erected to announce to the, public the hazards. that exist

at the job site. Familiar standardized signs are the most.e?fectie, DANGER
4.

signs should be used rely when an immediatelhazard exists, such as.an open"

hole. CAUTION'signs are to be used to warn against potential hazards. ,:.EXIT

signs indicate passageways to safety. Other useful signs paint out the i:Ires-

ence of heavy equipment such as trucks and bulldozers at the, job site,ior

advise the public that men are working above them. Proper use of warning

signs is important at all demolition job sites.

:1

-7(171i10Wri to Activities /appear on page 27.

'

. .
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Before any demplitio work is started.,.every sidewalk or public. thorough- ,

fare adjacent to the job site must be Closed, relocated, or protected. Thor-

. oughfares used by VI public must be kept clear,'clean, and unobstructed at

all times.

Whenever po1sible, pedestrjan and vehicular traffic should be prohibited

from using any area that is ql.oser to the perimeter of the structure being

demoshed than onel:fourth (1/4) of the height of the structure. If it

proves impossible to do thi, such as in highly urbanited ar4as, a substan-

tial sidewalk, shed must be constructed over the length Of the public-use

route that is near the structure. This sidewalk shed must be wide enough.to

accommodate pedestrians without, causing congestion, and it must receive suffi-

cent light to ensure their safe passage. The roof Orthe sidewalk shed must

be at lea;t eight feet high, built of sound plahking not less thanwg,inches

thick, and capable of sustaining.a load of 150 pounds per square foot. The

supporting members of the'sidewalk Shed must be adequately braced. A solid.

fence, constructed of wood. pr other stable material, must be created on the .

shed's inside face to run the pull height and length,of the shed.

. When pedestriaeraffic required to use an area Other than an exist-

ing sidewalk and that area is at a greater distance from the perimeter of the

structure being demolished than one-fourth (1/4) the height of the structure,

then a clearly tarked temporary walkway may be constructed in place of a side-

walk shed. This temporary walkway must consist of a solid fence running the

length of the sidewalk area on the inner side, and a continuous railing on the

stet side.

A second activity that must be, carried out prior'to demolition is an

engineering survey. This'survey is conducted to determine the type and con-

dition of vie framing, floorS, and walls' of the structure.' It is performed

in order to prepare for the demolition work, to plan for the necessary equip-

ment, and to take measures thAt will prevent premature collapse of any part

of the structure. Surrounding structu should be surveyed t ensure thei

protection', and the land itself shpuld inspecte for soil ondition, rees

to be saved, and salvageable items.

The engineering survey should also locate all basements'or cellars, since

in some older houses these lie beneath the'pavement and too much weight is

44P
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.ploced...onthem, they can be hazardous. The pcisition, depth, and type of, any

well should be located during, the survey', and`wells should be- sealed or

fenced for protectidn. Inquiries should be made to determine, if possible,

the prior uses of the structure ,to be demoristied. In.th.is way, a judgement

can be made regarding the presence and handling of any hazardous materials

that may be in the structure. Since the engineering survey serves as the

aster plan for the demolition job, it will List the workers, equipment,,

fety devices, and other materials necessary to perform the job well,.

The third preparatory activity involves the location and disconnection

of all utilitiel to the structure. This i' vitally important -in order to

safeguard all workeK at the site:- All

.

electric, gas, water, steam; sewer,

and other service lines must be shut off, capped, or otherwise controlled

dither at or outside the buildtng,line, before demolition work is started.

In each case, t lity companie must be notified in advance, and theif.OA
approval,Ai,recillons, or discohne4ion services must be obtained. If-(1 is

necessary to maintain power's water, .Or other ytilities at the site during de-

\ molition, these lines must be temporarily relocated or otherwise sufficiently

protected from damage.
t

ACTIVITY

Identify three pre-demolition activities that must be

accomplished before minor demolition projects begin.

OBJECTIVE 3: Ressribe the sequence of, and requirements

for refioval of the various structures and parts of a

building being demolished.

.Once`the pre-dellolitiOn activities cited 'above have been completed, the

actual >reeking of the building can proceed. Each of the activities involved

in this phase of demolition will have numerous hazards, such as fragments,

Page 6/SH-41
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dust, falling debris, and weak supports. The personal potecOve measures

_And equipment to'prOvide the worker with-the maximum amount ;of safety 'is

'discussed under Objective 5 in this module.

The first activity in the actual wrecking of a building is the removal

of glass. -Me glass's removed from the building to prevent workers be",

injured b,y fragmentation of the glass-at a later stage. This work may be
. .

.

performed with a Wd tool such as a Sledge ormaul, or may ,involve the re-
,

moval of the entire window, includihg the triames and sills.

All lathing and plaster'should be stripped off throughout the building,

to prevent excessive dust when the more' suOst9tial portions of the structure

are later removed. This 'stripping work can be accomplished with a .hand tool,
A .

V

such as.a sledge or crowbar, and water'
4
should be used to reduce the dust ko-

/ duced.
.

, J

A few precautions should guide workers in the use of hand tools. When

using a sledge or maul, watch where you swing it! Make sure that tools are .

. in good repair; check for damaged handles and loose heads, Workers who ne-

glect proper storage 9f tools that are not in immediate use are contributing

to tripping and falling accidents. Leaving a tool "out" is a simple and a
.

common error', but the consequences of such carelessness may be serious. More

information concern-Ng
'
the safe use of hand tools can be found inModule SH-19 ',

"
entitled, "Seety wit Hand and Portable Power Tools. ,

JOI

,

It may be'nece ry to temporarily reinfOrce a wall or floor that will

eventually be torn down, in order to protect workers on the site. All such .

walls and floors should be strengtherikd by braces or shoring.

All chimneys must be removed from the.stisucture. Chimneys stiuld be the

subject of especially careful i.Toection during the initial -Survey before

work-is started. Particular attention should be paid to the condition of the

mortar, qtween'the bri kwork. If it is badly deteriorated,-the chimney can

collapse prematurely. olition of a chimney should be accomplished by hand

from a working.platform s pportelpby a se f-support scaffold.' Demolition

should proceed course by'epurse; the debris being dropped outside the shaft. '.

Debris should not be allow0 to accumulate inside the shaft of the chimney

. since such debris may put pressures on the 'base of the chimney and cause it .

to collapse. No other workers should be permitted to work near the area. where

. 'a chimney .is being demolished.

SH-41/Page 7
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The removal of a roof can be'a very hazardous part of demolishing a

structure. In old, deteriorating structures, the roof, which has borne the

brun' of weather'and wear o4r the years, 'may be very weak-. Beams and raf-

ters may be 'rotted or loose therefore, care must b.e exercised. Demolishing a

roof should be carried -out in-the reverse order of the method bxwhich it was

erected. First, ensure that any weakened members are adequately braced or

shored. Then remove the shingles and. tar paper with hand tools. Next, strip

off the roof sheathing. This'material may be plywood panels or 'slats of wood'

called roofers; roofers found on old' structures are of,ten,d# tonga;end-

..

groove 'construction. When the.sheathing has beefi.emovedl the rafters can be

taken down. "Remove the rafters in wposite pairs, starting with the sets

that are one in from each etd of the roof, pass them down to the next floor

.for disposal. Some kofs.may have collar beams (supports that add

stabilitY to the'rafters),,and thele should be removed with each set of raf-

ters. After a sufficient Runter of the rafters have been remove0, the maAr

structural member of the roof, the rid'ebeam or ridgepole, may be takpn down.

In some instances, this.rid4ebeam may be in 10 'foot 5ections-, in which case

it may be removed in sections with the rafters. If,as in some older struc-

tures, it is a solid one -piece boam,'it may be ,cut down in sections, using a 4

saw. The ridgebeati should be well supported during rafter removal to prevent

premature collapse of the roof. Roof material should never be throWn over
/

the side of structure; it should alwaysbe Wassed down to the next floor for

proper disposal.

The walls of the structure may be removed from either the,inside or out-
s

with the debris being removed through chutes to ground level: Care

should be taken that the floors are strong enough to stand the weight of the

debris. Removing the walls from outside the structure requires the se of

scaffolds. Scaffolding is categorized by the maximum safe load it can support

in terms of platform area's:

Light-duty scaffold 25 pounds per square f oot.

Medium'cluty scaffold -- 50 pounds per square foot.

Heavy-dutyliscaffold i5 pounds per square foot.

Page 8/SH-41
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N* Light-duty stsafx0.4§,are intended' only to supOrt workers, not material
, .c

or debri to avoid ov ,n all cases.debri?. Be careful toid erjdading a scaffold ill ,Make
... .

sure there'is' an even'diitribution1 _of the load. to avoid-tipping.

'There are several ge4mal /N iIAto follow'when usrig e1 staffold:
.,

1.. Always check 'the scaffold -bifore use!. Make. sure ali the parts are
in good condition, free from cracks or,rus.t.

2. An experienced person should.,supervise the erection .of all scaffolds:,
.....

'1

3. Check the soil on which the scaffold is built
.

in order .to avoid tip- .

ping.,
hr,

0

k-?, 1 .

'Ll. Make sure till.scaffold is,level. Check it oftenoduring the work.
t

B. Anchor the scaffold at leastlevery 30 feet in length.
. ).

6. Keep the ,scaffold free of litter, debris, 41 or grease.
.

A .

7. Planks' must be raid with
.

the edges close tOgether..andgoe free of

any
,

cracks or deiggts. Plank ends must not extend more fhan 12

8.'

e

inchesnor less then six inches beydnd te'ends of theirfold.

All scaffolds must have )ward railing consisti.n9 of a top ratl,
intenvediahte Tall, and a toeboard(see Figure 1)%

As with a ro f, the walls
4

of a structure can be demol-

.

Figie .1. Scaffold.

1

ished.in the reverse order-of

that'in ybich it waserected.

All§ may normally be taken"

down uniformly, story by

story, using hand tools such

as a sledge or maul. In some
111

cases,' ajackhammer may be
7 .

used. The material may be

pushed in6 theIntertorNf

the st.ructure,smakiftg sure,

not to overload the flooring.

4orkers.must"got be working on

the flOors below any wallbe-

molitip. Periodic removal of

o'

debris is'required to prevent'

too -Much weight building_upon

floors. This creates lateral

SH -41 /Page 9
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pressure, (preskire cominTfromthe side) on the lower parts of the wal.,1 and'

-causes premitUre collapse,
e

ACTIVITY 3:

Number the items..below to Chow the in which build-
,

ing parts shouldfbe removed on a minor demolition job

Remove lath and plaster.

Rebove glas.

Remove wa ls.

ReMove

ReMove chimneys.

ft

OBJECTIVE 4: Discuss PieremOval of debris from the

demolition site:

4

-% A common riskiindemolition is the unintentional overloading of part of

the structure by the accumulation of de6;qs floni part already demolished.

6b4)is should not be allowejrto build up aji.flpors or on other parts of the

structure, since this can overload and endanger it. Debris also constitutes

a tripping and fall.ing,hazard, so it'Aiould be removed from the i.nside(of a

structure by chutes (see Figure 2).f Where possible, these chutes may dump

41 .7- directly into abdumpster or debris receptacle for easy removal to a pli4-oper,
.

'clisposal*site.

When chutes are not practical, c e must be taken I() ensUre that all

debris storage areas are, kept clear of kers. For this purpose, the areas

should be barricaded off. If debris.is passed down through.floqr openings,

these openings must have curbs or' bumpers to prevent equipment such as wheel-

, barrows' from runnii9 ver the edge.

The buildup of debris on the ground floor level can impose side loads on

the lower "Story walls. Therefore, regular clearing of'de,bris,is essential,.

and durinqthe5e .clearing operation, all dropping of material should cease.

4

I

. 0Page 10/SH-41



Debris removal, opera-,
..

....r tions conducted inside the

. .. walls of a Aructure ark-

usuatly accompli shed thrgugh,

. floor hales., When they are_

avajable,Aexisting floor/,

holes su levator or.c4.marip

'ventilation sh is should be _ .

used for this purpog. In

any case, floor holes must

knot take up m&refthan 25 per-

cent of the total floor area

on each level-/4 Warning signs

must be posted on-each floor

,..,
having an opening for debris

removal, and floor holes

\must be enclosed by a bumper

four inches wide and six

inches-high: All floor,holes

/lot in use should be covered
/

with planks-that have been

secured toprevent movement.

0 Debrig clearing operations

on the...bottom floor must-fiot

begin until all dumping has 1

stopped. Wherploadtng debris

into a truck for-removal from the demolition jbb site, pedal care should be

taken not to overlaod the truck, since overloads can contribute to driving

accidentls.- .

.

"OvAileiOing" can happen to people, also, and debris removal involves

some lifting and carrying. When lifting,* use the approved method outlined

below:
1

e up the load first, before you try to lift it. If the load

ooks too heavy or awkward, get help.

Do not try to lift too much yourself.

-Eigu're 2. Chute for debris removal.

SH-41 /4ge 11
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Squat cl'oSe to the load you are going to lift. Keep your tack
straight.

s- 'Get a good grip on the load.

'Lift with your legs, smoothly and evenly, keeping your back
straight.

Pace yourself. Do not try,to carry the load too far.

Squat to set the load down. bo not twist your body.

Remember lift with your legs, not your back.

Storage areas for debris should be set up outside the walls-of any struc-

ture being demolished. As discussed earlier, debris should never be allowed,

to accumulate in the (Work areas because it represents a hazard to workers and

on unattractive nuisance to the general public. Storage areas should be lo-

cated in open areas on the job site to allow for easy access by machinery

when final removal is begun. The storage areas should be blocked off, by

barricades. These barricades may be of the horse type and should be highly

'visible. The storage area should be kept cVosed at ell times when debris is
,f,*

ndt being remo andothcarea should be inspected at least daily for fire

or other hazardous conditions.

1

ACTIVITY 4:

1. List two reasons why debris must not be allOWed to
. .

build up in buildings that are being demolished.

a.

b.
4

2, Name two means.of removing debris from a structure

that is being demolished.

a.

b.
am=

Page 12/SH-41
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,OBJECTIVE 5:, Cite reetvictions concerned with workers

conducting actipties ape other workers, and the use

of personal protective,equipment.

ay

-, When work is being conducted on several :levels of stories at a demoli-

tion site, extra care is required. Workers on scaffolds fp'S..tbe careful to

0 push debris tiside the Structure, since debris falling. outside the structure

could injure other wafters on a lower level. Debris should not be allowed

to accumulate on scaffolds since it could easily fall onto workers below.

When Working aboie others onAtie job,.site, workers should also keep a watch-

-'fdleye on their tools.

When. work is being performed above an access to a structure, a canopy

Ale to Witlistanda,lbad of 1.50 pounds per square foot should be Constructed

to insure s,1431e entry.

Guard railing consisting ,pf a top rai ?, an intermediate rail, and a toe-

41r

board must be provided on all. open sides- and ends of elevated working plat-

forms.
.

A

The top rail must be, at least 42 inches high, and should be of at

least two by four inch lumber ot the equivalent. The intermediate rail

should be made from one'b s1 inch lumper.or its equivalent, and lust be in-

stalled-about halfway between the'top rall,and th platform surface. The toe-

board should be at leasiNfour inches high, and adequate screening shpuld be

used between the tOeboard and 4op guard-rail where there is danger of materi-

als falling from the platf.orm.- Support posts for guard rails should be spaced

not more than eight Aget apart.,

. Fall protection lifel4systems and safety nets must be'

workersprovides for rkers on demoliti job sites. Lifeline' systems consist of a

safety belt that is worn around the waist, a lanyard (a short piece of rope

or webbing), and a lifeline which(is connected to a secure part of the struc-

Jtore. Safety nets, extending ^outit least eight feet beyond the work surface,

may alsope used.

Hazards in demolition work are numerous, and range from sharp edges on

debris, to exposure fo,hazardoos chemicalts. Personal protective equipment is

designed and worn to protect the.worker from these hazards. Protective equip-

. meet incltdes safety glasys, face shields, hard halts, safety-toe boots,

V

a

16
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respirhtory devices, and pl-oper clothing. This e4uipment'mast be, proOded

and used wherever .5 is necess.ary. '

Eye andlace/ protection devices. consist of safety glaS'ses-, goggles: face

shields, weldihg goggles, and welding helmets ( Figure 3). Safety glasses and

I

Figure 3, Pensonal eye protection devices.

)
gogkes are des ned to protect the eyes from dust, flying particles, sparks;.

and splashing liquids (Figure 3a). Face shields provide the_ same protection '

:but are usually worn over'safety glasses or goggles in order to protect the

full face (Figure 3)Welding goggles.and helmets are usedAy all workers

engaged in welding and cutting, -and by all workers assisting in these activi-

ties (Figure 3c)." .

The use of "seety" or "hare-

hats is required fon all workers

on the job 'site (Figure 4), since '

they'protect against head injuries

caused by falling objects or de-

. bris and by bumping one's head.

Hard hats should, always be worn-by

everyone at a demolitiontS site,.Figure 4: *Hard hats.

Page 14/SH-41
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regardless of a person's activities.

Foot injuries are common in demolition work; therefore, safety shoes .

must be worn on these job sites. Safety shoes should have thick soles and'

f steel toe protect against nail punctures and injuries froM the dropping
.

of material on he foot. 'Safe footwear is essential, so street shoes',

sneakers, or oth unsafe shoes -must, never be worn by demolition workers. ,

a

The use ofirsoirators is requiT/Ahenever workers enter areas that

re
X
dusty, deficient in oxygen, or th t contain hazardous airborne Centami-

ants- Fespirators must be carefully selected to match the enviroament

which they are to be. used. disposable, single-use respirators offer good

prbtection in dusty areas. Cattridge respirators that use cartridge filters

- to purify the air are good for dusts, fumes, and gases. Powered, air-puify-

ing respirators contain a blower that passes contaminated air through a fil-

ter where the contaMinat are removed: These respirators are approed'onlf,

for dusts, fumes, or gases specified on the filters. Self-contained breath-

ing apparatus involves the use of an air'supply tank carried on the user's

back, similar to scuba equipment used by divers. These respirators are used

in,oxygen-defi,cient'areas such 'as tanks. Remote a4-10pplied respirators

draw from a central source of clean air that is pumped to the worker through
,

a supply line (see Figure 5).

,Besides ordinary dusts, certain hazardous matetlals may be present 'on

the demolition job:site. Asbytos, long used in construction for its thermal
ti

'and electrical 'nsulating properties, constitutes a real danger to healpt'

when it is present in friable (easily, crumbled) .form :r Although engineering
'24

controls (such as
)
Tiust collections)land good Work practices (such as wetting

down asbestos during demolition tokeep.it from becoming airborne) can sub-

Stittally reduce ,the risk of asbestos exposure, respiratory protection and

pro ective clothing are aqo required to ensure worker safety. Specific .

'permissible levels of exposure to asbestos have been set by OSHA (Occupational
.......

Safety and Health Administration), and when the concentration of asbestos

,/fibers exceeds those levels, protection must be selected and provided.

Demolition workers sometimes encounter PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyis);

these are organic chemicals often found in transformers and capacitors. PCBs
41,N

have been identified as potentially cancer-causing. Exposure to PCBssan'

occur the sigh attempts_to drain transformers for salvage, or from'spills from

I
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Figure 5. 'Respiratory safety devic s.

!aid or damaged transformers. Protective clothing and respirators are required'

th work areas where PCBs are present and pave not g e under'control through

engineering or other precautionary me Mures.
*,

All workers myst be trained in the roper use and maintenance of respira-
. 4

tors, It is essential for personal protectlon that the correct respirator be

selected for each individual situation4 s4nce the wrong respirator can be

worse than no respitator at all.
2

Safe work clothing shduld be worn by all demolition workers. Work

clothes should be free from oil and grease and shou.ld fit well so-that they t

do hot get caught in debris or machinery. Jewelry should elot be wornion the

demolition job site, as it could, also catch in machinery or materials and

cause injury.. Good, general duty gloves should also be'worn by demolition

worke;s. Special clothing may be required for the liandliug of hazardous

4
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,thaterials. Govirriment Ttangards shbuld be checked beforekhandling any
.

,

n material.
. I

r

) ACTIVITY 5:

1., ,Cite four resOsicti,pns concerned' with workers con-

,: ducting activities above other workers.

a

b.,

d.

2. List five types of 'personal protecti e equipment

that may be used4n demolition.

a. .

4

b.

c.

d,

e.

- '
,OBJECTIVE 0: Com6are Major and minor demolition by def-

.

inition, pre-demolition dictjvitie), and structural pre-

paration.

b

Major demolition is defined as the wrecking or, demolishingbf any struc-

ture over 25 feet in height. Reinforced concrete or Steel may comprise its

str4uctural support, although many older structures that are major demol:ttion

jobs may be structurally suWorted by other material such as wood. Demoli-

tidn jobs are also categorized as'major' when they involve structures that are

located next to a building that is to be saved, such as in congeSted urban

areas.

Major .demolition jobs.-can include thq ull rage of industrial, commer-

cial, and residential structures. Bridges, piers, and railroad facilities

are majoi: demolition, jobs, also. Preparations for major demblition.jobs are

similar in many reipec to those used in minor demolition, but planning of a
-)

major demolition Op Illy involves a much greater effort than that of a

G(L
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minor demolition. More people and equipment are required, and the job site

is usually more congested and potentially more hazardoustat a major demoli-

tion job. More debris will be produced at a major demolition site, so plans

must be made .to handle this problem. The difficult task' of revving struc-

tured steel and reinforced cement requires careful planiiirtig, and major demo-
,

lition jobs usually require the use of chutes 10 removedebrisA Temporary

structures'to protect adjaceht byildings, antshoringr to hold the structure

) uploJntil it is ready to be brought down properly are-also required. If the

structure can be wrecked by mechanical means,*a crane Wrecking ball must
0./

be considered. Handling these added dimensions of a maj r demolition job is

a complex process. '

As in minor demolition, one of the first steps to be take at major de-

molition site is to restrict the area. This is accomplished by the reloca-

tion and/or protection of public thoroughfares with fences, sheds, and bar-

ricades, as well as by the posting of signs giving warning of demolitio/n.

l

°rite the 'area ties been 'restricted, an engineering survey of the struc-

ture must be conducted by a properly qualified-person experienced in demoli-

tion work. This'survey should consider all of the planning elements pnevi-ti7
oUSly djscussed, and should result n a determination of the type ?-demoli-

, * '

tion to be used to wreck the structure. The condition of all vlls,
,

floors,

and fram'ing should be reviewed. Adjacent structures must be considered in-
t

the planning and property boundaries checked. Necessary permits should be

obtained from the local governments and the location of the nearest hospital,

first-aid station, p,pi'ice station, and fire--station should be noted. A copy

of the engineering survey should be at the job site so that it may be re=-

ferred to 4t work progresses:

All electric, gas,(Water, steam, sewer, and other service lines must be

shut dff, capped,or otherwise controlled, either at or outside,the building

pirimeir, before demolition work is started. Any utility company that is

involved must be notified in advanc.et.and the necessary approval or services

must obtained. If it is necissa4 to maintain any power, water, or other

utflit es during demolition, suc lines should be temporarily relocated and

protected by barricades orlother devices_As approK.iate.
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ACTIVITY 6:

1. List three factors that contribute to theocomplex-

ity of a major demolition )04,

( a.

.c.

2. Name three pre - demolition activities for major de-

moliton.

a.

b

AND

4

OBJECTIVE T. Describe the special retwirements for

floor openings, stairs, passageways, ladders, and

chutes.

In major demolition jobs, nume,r,ous precautions must be taken within the
. .

interior of the structure to allow for debris removal and for safe movement

of workers.

4 Debris removal operations conducted inside the walls of a structure are

usually accomplished through floor holes. When they are available, existing

floor holes such as elevator and ventilation shafts should be used for this

purpose. Oti)e i , a structural engineer should be consulted prior to cut-

ting floor holes. Floos.r holes must not take up more than 25 percent of the

7.

Figure 6. Floors should be opened up
to-let debris through but sufficient
boards should be left for access.

Act

total floor area on each level

(see. Figure 6). Support beams are-
.

to be left intact wherever possi-

ble p and when floors are weakened

or made unsafe, they mist be shored
L /

to carry the intended load from de-

molition operations.

Each entrance to every level

with one or more floor openings

must beSosted with WARNING signs

;,

22
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that indicate the nature of the hazard.

Durihg debris removal, the hole on the uppermost floor frobt which debris '

is.being dumped should be enclosed by toeboards four inches wide And six

inhei high. Intermediate floor openings should be barricaded by a substan-
,'

ti41 railing 42 inches high, that (ncludes a midrail and a toeboard, and is

locited at least six fee from the opening. Debris Cleaning operations on

the bottom floor should no begin until all dumping has stopped. $

All floor openings pat are not being used as material drops must be

covered with a material capable of withstanding' any load that may be imposed.

This cover most be properly secured to prevent its movement, and should be

flush with the floor level.

Areas into which debris is dropped that are outside the exterior walls

of a structure must.be adequately. protected to prevent p ons from entering.

Debris that is dumped a vertical distance of more th 20 feet to the'outside

Oft building must.be dropped via a fully enclose hute. Such chutes should

be designed and constructed.of sufficient strength to eliminate failure diA

to impact of materials or debris loaded in them. To this end, a chute should
. -

be designed to change direction every 120 feet, 'and paddles or baffles should

,be installed as needed. A chute should'be adequately secured to its support-
...

ing members. A

Eloor openings lust be proved at each level of a chute where debris

dumping is anticipated. Openings at all levels except the top floor should

be as close to the floor (or other platform) as possible, and extend pot more

than 48 inctesi-n--height. A substantial guardrail apordximately 42 inches in

height should be provided. Any space betweeri the edge of the floor opening

and the chute should be solidly covered. When,materiAl is. dumped into a chute

by means of a wheelbarrow or a mechanical. device, alspcurely-attached bumper,

not less than 4 inches thick by six inches wide, should be provided at each

opening. Etch opening should be provided with a means of closure, and the

opening should be kept closed when it is not in use. '

The discharge area of a chute must be adequately protected to prevent

persons from standing or passing under or near the chute opening. The dis-

Charge e.ril of a chute should be provi4ed_with a substantial gale, that must

be closed when operations are not in progress, and when'the receiving truck

Page 20/SH-11
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or container is being changed. A competent employee should be assigned to

control both the operation.of the gate and the vehicular traffic in the vi-

cinity of the chute. .Under illo circumstances should any empl,dyee enter a

chute for the pgpose of,clearing accumulated material or debris.
,

Only those stairways, passageways, and ladders designated as means. of

acces's to the structure or building must be used. Other agiess ways must be

entirely closed.off at all times. All stairways,"passageways, and ladders-
_

should be inspected periodically and ma intained.in a clean, safe condition.

When a stairway is used to get to the work area, it must be lighted and

covered over at a point not less than two.fl.00rs below the floor where work

is being performed. Passageways should also be lighted and protected.

When ladders are used at the demolition site, they must be free of

cracks, splits, and other deformities that would weaken them. They must be

'free of all oil, grease, dirt, or debris. All ladders must be sepured at

the top and bottom against slipping. Ladders should extend at least 36 inches

above the floor, platform, or.other level to which they provide access.4The

ideal angle at which' a ladder is set is 75°, or one foot away from the Struc-

ture for every four feet of ladder, meaiured from the ground to the upper sup-

port point.

.

ACTIVITY 7:

(Mark these statements true or false.)

1. Floor openings for debris removal must

cover less than 1/3 of the total floor,

area.

2. Chutes must change direction every 200

feet.

3. Workers should never enter a chute to

clear accumulated material,

4. Ladders must be free of cracks,

A. deformities.
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08JEcTIVE. 8: Discuss briefly the removal sequence

during demolition. t

.

Once the debris removal preparations have been made, the actual dis-

mantling of the structure may begin. Following the general rule of demolish-

ing a strucluce in the reverse order to whi.ch it was constructed, the roof

and walis of the uppermost floor are removed first. Masonry walls or other

sections of masonry must not be permitted to fall upon the floor until .1 t has

been determined b .a qualified persOn that the floor can safely carry such a'

load. Any lath k or plaster should be stripped off throughout the build-

ing to eliminate dust. iJater should be used to reduce dust during this pro-

cess. If the structure'hasfa steel "skeleton," the.steel should be left in

place during the removal of the masonry. All loose material should be re-

moved from,the skeleton as work progresses downward,

' Workers should work from secure scaffolds wherever it is'practical to do

so. They_shduld never be permitted to work on top of 'any wall, sincehis is

a dangerous practice. Any wall that is left standing at the end of a shift

must be properly shored or braced to p'reven't premature Eoll.apse.

When r ors, planks of ample strength, not less than two inches

by 10 inche in size, hould be used by workers who are breaking down the

area bet n the floor beams.. Safe walkways should be provided for workers

to reach t. the work area.

r

V1 ACTIVITY 8:

(Fill in *he blank.).

1. Remove walls level by level. in order to

construction.

2, should be used to reduce dust during

stripping of lath work or plaster.

3. Workers should never be permitted to work from the

top of a

4. Any wall left standing at the end of asshift must

be properly to prevent pre-

mature collapse.
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IosiecTivE 9: List debris storage requirements during

a

depolition.4%

There are several rules that must be fo4lowed in the storing of debris

on the job site. First: the stability of the'structure must be considefed. /

A
An old building that is already weakened by age, deterioration, or fire may

become less stable as deMb4 n progresses, and the extra weight of debris

14.could cause premature collaO . Shoring and bracing of many floor and wall
. ,

areas may be required, and the storage of debris on *`'floor must not exceed t

the allowable floor loads. In structures that have wooden floors, floor- '

boards may be removed from;not more thanone floor above the curb in order to

provide storage space for debris. Falling material must not be permitted to

endanger the stability oflftstructure. In structures made of fireproof con-

struction such as Steel, reinforced concrete, or masonry, the floor arches or

supports (to an elevation of not more than 25 feet above the curb) mac be re-,

moved to provide debris storage space. Debris Should never be allowed to

accumulate against wails, ash the lateral, pressure its weight imposes could

weaken the wall and.,causerimeture collapse. Debris-should be removed from

the site as soon as practicable while any material that is to be salvaged

"shoul be stored in a safe location on the site. All debris storage areas .

must be blecked4off, except for the openings left for debris removal:

ACTIVITY '9:

List debris storage requirements durinVdemolition.

1.

2.

3.

4. --

Vit

I.
2f

0
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QILIEtrivE to: Deschbe the process of dertolition.for

steel structures, including the use of mechanical

equipment and. explosives.

6

! While marry structures ye demolished by hand, there are other means of
40

bringing a structure Tiown. The use.of mechanical equipment and Aplosives.

are examples of these different methods of demolition. .

Demolition of steel structure involveS the lowering of steel membe

to the ground by machine. Steel construction must"be dismantled column

length by column length and tier by time lie!first step in dismantling a
it

steer structure is to unbolt the joints.where the members meet, or to cut

ttpo with a cutting torch. -Workers must be very careful when dismantling

',these' oints because the steel members may be-ey.erstressgi due to settling or

age, and if.so, may Spring apart Ivhen released. When workers are preparing
.

to lower the steel member to the ground,, tag line or guide rope must be

used to keep the merober from swinging. The hook of the crane line should be

placed as near to the ifenter of gravity of the steel member as possible.

Since much of the steel taken from a demolished structure is salvaged, an
.

.

4
apppp/Ilate'storage area should be established for this material.,

. there are numerous types of equipment used in demolition work. They in-
v.,

clude cranes, dozers loaders, and backhoes, as well as several different

kinds of trucks: Onl ained, experienced personnel should operate this

equipment. There are several general rules for demolition .by machine. No

portion of a structure should be demolished by-mechanical means, when that

portion is more than four times hi an its.distance.from anarea being

used by pedestrian or vehicular traffic. en a crane equipped with a clam-

hell-type'bucOt.or demolition ball is bein used, the bucket or ball must

n.be sWfun over the heads. of workers an- he job site. The weight of the

ition ball st not exceed the recomm ded limits for the equipment set

by its manufactu r, and under no circumtfaas chould a worker be alloWed fo

ride on or to work roM a demolition ball or bucket,
,

Crane operators must folLpitt the directions of a trained signalman when

. ,demolishing the structure. When a crane'is being operated near er Aines,

4: 411 perlrel should exercise extreme care. .The local public uti ity
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7.

4
4

company should.be consulted if any doubt exists as to the presence of power

lines and cables.

All dozers, loaders, backhoe, and other'debris-removai, equipment should

be operated by trained personnel and equipped with ROPS (roll-over protection

system's) or,a canopy. These will protect the worker should the machine roll
y.,

or ti'p over. All equipment should have back-up alarms that sound when Vie

equipment isjn reverse. 'During demolition, continuing inspections byan

experienced person should be made to detect hazards resulting from weakened

floors, walls, or loosened material, Debris from these hazards could fall on

a machine._ When shut down for the day, all equipment should be parked in a

secure area far enough froM:the structure to prevent damage and the keys

should be removed.

The use of1explosives to demolish a'structurevmust be done only by a

fully qualified and experienced person who is certified to perform such work.

Prior to the blasting of any structure, a complete survey of all adjacent

structures and underground utilities,must be made by a qualified person.

When there isa possibility of excessive vibration due to blasting operations,

1eismic or vibratiqi tests shouldbe taken to determinakprop4r safety limits

to prevent damage to adjacent or- nearby buildings, utilities, or other prop-

4
eky.

41 use of explosives to demol entire buildings is not be permitted

dbles!"here adjacent vacan -land in all directions equal to 75 percent of

the height of the building being demolished. The use 61` explosives to demo-

lish smokestacks. , silos, or simpilar structures is permitted as long as the

direction of the fall contaifs4a minimums 90° of open space extended outward

Nka41-050% of the height of the structure.

All workers must.be cleared from the jab site area prior to blasting.

There should Organ adequate,aUdible system in use to give warning before fir-
,

ing and when danger has passed. A preliminary warning, allowing time for the,

danger zone to'be cleared of workers prior to firing, should be given, fol-
.

lowed by*an immediate (final) warnio indicating that firing is imminent.

Firing should take place,immediately after the final warning.

Warning signals should be given only under the direction of the Competent

\erson in charge of the operation, who should ensure that the area is clear of

28
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personnel before he or She gives the final signal to the shot firer. These

signals should be easily distinguishable. Signal flags, lookouts, and

notices explaining warning systems should be posted at all approaches.

Precautions Should be taken to protect other properties from shock and

vibration, and flying'debris should be controlled- by means.of blast mats or

baffles. The charges should be fired only when all safety precautions have

been observed.,

ACTIVITY 10:.

;(Choose the correct an wer.)

1. All of the follow ng are safe and/or established,

practices for demolition of a steel structure

except: 411

a. Steel construction must be dismantled column
lellply column length and tier by tier.

b, The joints where members meet must be un-
bolted or. cut.

c. The hook of the crane line should be attached
di

to the end of the steel' member.

d. A tag line should be used to guile.the steel
member to the grouIld.

Demolition safety depends upon:

a. A fully qualified, experienced, certified
pgrson to pWorm the work.

b. An audible alarm system.

c. A careful pre-demolitioAl Survey.

d. Use of mats or baffles.

e. All of the above. le
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1

1. False.

2. False.

3. False.

4. True.
N

ACTIVITY 2

1. Restriction of the,area 4nd protection of thoroughfares.

2.- Engineeringssurvey.

Location'and protection of utilities.

ACTTY-ITY 3

2

1

5

4

3

ACTIVITY 4

111

.

1. a. The floprs Could become overloaded, leading: to premature collapse.-

b. Debris constitutes a tripping And falling hazard.

2 a. Chutes.

b. Floor holes'.

ACTIVITY 5

1. a. Take extra, care when work is being conducted on several work levels.
1

b. Do not letdebris accumulate on work platforms.
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c. Constructs canopy over entrances to protect workers from falling
debris.

'd. Provide fall protection for workers.
. _

'2. (Any five.) .

a. Face and eye'.pr'btection. safety glasses,tgoggles, and face shields.

b. Hard hats.',

c. Safety shoes.

d. Welding googles and'helmets.
r'

e. Respirators.

\
,

f. Safe work clothes.

ACTIVITY 6

a. The structure over 25 feet high. ,

b. Midewith reinforced concrete.

c. Often next to a structure to be. saved.

2. a. Restrict the area.

b. Engineering survey.

c. Contact utiliti;s.

. ACTIVITY 7

V False.

2. False.

3. True.

'4. True.

ACTIVITYi8

2. Water.

1. ggerse.

3. Wail.

4. Shored/braced:

ACTIVITY 9

1. Determine stability of structure.

2. Do not allow debris to accumulate on floor or against walls.

3: Refiove debris from site as soon as practical.

4. Set up special'storagearea for salvageable material.

4.
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ACTIVITY 1'0

1. c.

2. e.
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